The field of nonlinear optics could lead to ultrafast information processing devices however it usually requires huge optical intensities. In addition, mathematical problems in the field are notoriously complicated with only recently Fields medal being awarded for the solution of nonlinear Landau damping in classical plasma. Here we analyze the response of graphene to strong electromagnetic field oscillating slowly in space and time. Interband transitions are solved within the Landau-Zener model and lead to quasiclassical nonlinear Landau damping of plasmons. Dissipated power at low field shows exponential growth with the field strength typical of quasiclassical tunneling, and saturation effect at the onset of Klein tunneling for large fields. However dominant nonlinearity is caused by the intraband electron motion, with a dramatic enhancement of nonlinear response when the plasmon phase velocity approaches the resonance with the electron Fermi velocity. This extreme sensitivity on the field strength could be used for new terahertz technologies. * Electronic address: mjablan@phy.hr
Graphene is a two-dimensional crystal of carbon atoms [1] which molds the electron flow in a peculiar way that resembles the motion of the relativistic Dirac particles [2] . Plasmons (self-sustained electron oscillations) in graphene can squeeze light wavelength by two orders of magnitude thereby allowing miniaturization of photonic devices [3] . However to make an actually usefull device (like an optical switch) one should be able to mix light with light, which falls into domain of the nonlinear optics [4] . In a typical material this can happen only at extremly large optical intensities so there is a constant search for materials with nonlinear response at low intensities. Recently there was a lot of interest in the nonlinear response of plasmons in graphene [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Particularly it was shown that graphene has a strong nonlinear response in the form of multiplasmon absorption at very low intensities [7] .
Multiplasmon absorption is a process where N plasmons collectively excite electron from the valence band into conduction band, leaving a hole behind. Since Pauli principle blocks transitions into filled states, process is possible only if N ω > E F , where ω is the plasmon frequency and E F is the Fermi energy. This process is manifested as a plasmon damping i.e. decrease of the propagation lenght as the plasmon intensity increases. However this is a perturbative process, which strictly speaking makes sense only if N + 1 plasmon absorption is much less than N plasmon absorption. In this paper we wish to discuss what happens at low frequencies ω ≪ E F . Particularly we are interested in the THz frequency band due to many exciting potential applications in spectroscopy, security and wireless communications [18] . For such low frequencies, the perturbative approach of multiplasmon absorption breaks down since it gets increasingly harder to distinguish N from N + 1 plasmon absorption if N ≫ 1. On the other hand, since then electric field changes extremely slowly in time, process can be better understood as the quasiclassical tunneling transition.
In this paper we provide the general model that can describe graphene response to strong electromagnetic field that oscillates at a single temporal frequency ω, and spatial wavevector q. Particularly in the case of slow oscillations in space and time we explicitly solve the model as the Landau-Zener transition [19, 20] , which leads to the quasiclassical nonlinear Landau damping od plasmons. While the effect is very small in magnitude it reveals an exciting physics through the very specific dependence on the plasmon electric field amplitude. Thus the plasmon linewidth for low field shows exponential growth with the field strength typical of quasiclassical tunneling process, and the saturation effect at the onset of Klein tunneling for large fields. However the dominant nonlinearity comes from the intraband electron motion. In particular we show that linear reponse completely breaks down at the resonance when the plasmon phase velocity ω/q approaches the electron Fermi velocity in graphene v F . This extreme sensitivity on the filed strength opens exciting prospects for new THz technologies, like detectors or information processing devices.
Quasiclassical Dirac states in a strong electromagnetic wave Electron movement through graphene is described by a peculiar Dirac Hamiltonian:
where v F = 10 6 m/s,p = −i ∇ is the momentum operator, σ = (σ x , σ y ), and σ x,y are the Pauli spin matrices [2] . Eigenstates:ĤΨ 0 Pn = E Pn Ψ 0 Pn , can then be written as:
where r = (x, y), L 2 is the area of graphene, we have introduced electron momentum P n = (p n , p y ), the phase e iΦ Pn = (p n + ip y )/|P n |, while the electron energies (eigenvalues) show a peculiar linear dispersion E Pn = nv F |P n | = nv F p 2 n + p 2 y , where n = −1 represents the valence band, and n = 1 the conduction band.
To describe behaviour of graphene in external vector potential A(r, t) we need to solve the Dirac equation: i ∂Ψ ∂t = v F σ · (p − eA)Ψ. Particularly we are interested in logitudinal harmonic field: A(r, t) = e x A(r, t) = e x A 0 sin u, where u = ωt − qx, and e x is unit vector in the x direction. This field can then describe the logitudinal subwavelength plasmon [3, 7] of large momentum q ≫ ω c . The case of Dirac particles in the transverse field at ω = qv F was solved by Volkov [21] , however this approach does not work in our case. On the other hand, since we are primarily interested in slow oscillations in space and time, we can search for a solution in the form of the quasiclassical state Ψ qc = ae i S where S is the classical action and a is the slowly varying amplitude [22] . Moreover we will see that these states enable us to get a much more general description of the system, including the fast oscillations in space and time. As a lowest approximation, let us just insert this quasiclassical ansatz into Dirac equation and neglect terms containing , which is an excelent approximation in the case of slow oscillations, i.e. for ω ≪ E F , and q ≪ p F , where p F = E F /v F is the Fermi momentum. We obtain the equation of motion: − ∂S ∂t a = v F σ · (∇S − eA)a, which is solved by the following quasiclassical states:
where S Pn satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the classical action of the Dirac particle:
∂S Pn ∂t = −nv F |∇S Pn − eA|, and we have introduced the classical momentum P c n = ∇S Pn [23] . Since y is a cyclic variable, the momentum is conserved in the ydirection and we can write P c n = (p c n , p y ), where p c n = ∂S Pn /∂x. Like before, the phase is defined by: e iΦ P c n −eA = (p c n − eA + ip y )/|P c n − eA|. We assume that the field is slowly turned on: A(r, t) = A 0 sin (ωt − qx)e ηt , where η ≪ ω, so that our quasiclassical state (2) adiabatically evolves from the free particle state (1), i.e. we set the initial condition to be: Ψ qc Pn (r, t = −∞) = Ψ 0 Pn (r, t). It is straight forward to solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation with the given initial condition, via the following ansatz [24] :
S Pn (r, t) = P n · r − E Pn t + F Pn (u). See Methods for the explicit expressions of the classical energy and momentum. Since the classical energy is:
du , we can write the action implicitly as:
Interband dynamics beyond the quasiclassical approximation
We can however get a much more general description of the system using these quasiclassical states (2) . Let us start with some general wave-packet of the form Ψ(r, t) = nPn c Pn (u)Ψ qc Pn (r, t) and insert it into Dirac equation. It is then most convenient to consider the triplet (x, y, u) as independent variables since (x, y) variables appear only in the exponent e i S Pn . We can then see that our system dynamics can only couple states P n and P ′ n if: p ′ y = p y and p ′ n − q ω E P ′ n = p n − q ω E Pn . First condition is just the conservation of momentum in the y-direction, while the second condition corresponds to the multiphoton absorption process [7] which is given by the conservation of momentum: p ′ n − p n = N q, and conservation of energy: E P ′ n − E Pn = N ω. In this paper we consider only the case qv F /ω < 1 since otherwise the (intraband) single-photon absorption dominates the system response [3, 7] . In this case it is straight forward to show that multiphoton absorption can couple only states in different bands n ′ = −n, i.e. second condition can be written as: p −n − q ω E P −n = p n − q ω E Pn , which can be solved to yield: p −n = p n 1 +
. It is also convenient to calculate the density of states: dp −n dpn = − E P −n E Pn . We see now that within our general wave-packet, states n c Pn (u)Ψ qc Pn (r, t) evolve completely independently from one another. Let us then focus on the state Ψ Pm (r, t) = n c Pn (u)Ψ qc Pn (r, t) subject to the initial condition Ψ Pm (r, t = −∞) = Ψ 0 Pm (r, t) i.e. c Pm (u = −∞) = 1, and c P −m (u = −∞) = 0. We can further simplify calculations by writing the state in a more gen-
To simplify notation let us write this as: Ψ m (r, t) = n c n (u)b n (u)a n (u)e i Sn , where we have separated our quasiclassical states as: Ψ qc n = a n e i Sn . If we now insert this ansatz into the Dirac equation we obtain the equation of motion (see Methods):
n dcn du b n a n + c n d(bnan) du e i Sn = 0. We can now enormously simplify the problem by choosing the function b n (u) so that d(bnan)
Physically this means that we maximally decouple dynamics between the bands. After some tedious calculus one can show that b n (u) = B n E c n /∆E c n , where ∆E c n = E c n − E c −n , and B n is a constant that has to satisfy the initial condition b m (u = −∞) = 1 so that
After some straight forward algebra (see Methods) we obtain the equation of motion for the coefficients c n (u):
We can now immidiately see that |c n | 2 + |c −n | 2 = 1 so we can interpret |c n (u)| 2 as the probability of finding the electron in the band n, as a function of u. However one needs to be carefull about this interpretation since u = ωt − qx, so this is not the standard probability as a function of time t. Generally equation (3) can only be solved numerically, however we can get an explicit solution in the case of slow variations is space and time via the Landau-Zener model [19, 20, 22] as:
where the integration contour C goes around the complex transition point u 0 which is given by ∆E c m (u 0 ) = 0. Here K is the transition probability for a single passage while the probability for a double passage is 2K(1 − K) (see Methods for details).
Nonlinear current response
To describe the general case of mixed state we can simply write the density matrix:
is the Fermi-Dirac distribution at temperature T [25] , and we took into account 2 spin and 2 valley degeneracy in graphene [2] . We can then write the induced current as [22] :
is the current density operator of graphene [2] . Since j y = 0 due to symmetry we can focus only on x-component:
velocity (see Methods). Note that the state with initial condition c Pn = 1 and c PnP −n = 0 evolves independently from the state with initial condition c P −n = 1 and c P −n Pn = 0, since thermal fluctuations randomize initial phases. We can now interpret first part of equation
as the current of the electrons that have stayed in their original band, second part as the current of the electrons that have jumped into different band, while the third part describes the actual interband transition process i.e. the energy dissipation. Note that we could choose b Pn = 1 but in that case it is longer true that |c Pn | 2 + |c PnP −n | 2 = 1, while interband part becomes much more complicated and practically impossible to handle.
Interband dissipated power
While equation (5) is exact, it requires numerical solution of equation (3). However in the case of slow oscillations in space and time we can solve (3) via the Landau-Zener model (4).
Let us first find the dissipated power P = dr j · E = dr j x E x , where E x = − ∂Ax ∂t = −ωȦ. Then sinceȦ = A 0 cos u, only the third interband part contributes to the dissipation:
where we have used the following relations: dp −n dpn B 2 P −n B 2
Pn
= − dp −n dpn E Pn E P −n = 1, |c PnP −n | = |c P −n Pn |, and
. We assumed that transition happens at a real point ξ when the gap is minimal:
then tunneling probability is largest. We can now clearly see physical interpretation of every part of equation (6): f −1 − f 1 is the Pauli principle, [∆E c 1 ] min is the dissipated energy per oscillation period T = 2π/ω, and 2K(1 − K)
is the transition probability.
As we noted |c n (u)| 2 is not the actual probability at time t since u = ωt − qx. Only in the case of homogenous field: q = 0, do we get that K (i.e. 2K (1 − K) ) is the transition probability in time for a single passage (i.e. double passage). Note that K from equation (4) exponentially decreases as we increase the gap [∆E c 1 ] min . The leading contribution to the dissipated power then comes from the states near the lowest gap (minimum of [∆E c 1 ] min ) i.e. for p y = 0 and p 1 = p F (Pauli principle requires that p 2
, and we see that at the threshold A 0 = A nl = (1 − qv F /ω)p F /e, the gap dissappears [∆E c 1 ] min = 0, and we get a perfect tunneling K = 1 for the single passage (the famous Klein tunneling in graphene [2] ).
However the particle simply returns back to the original band upon the return passage since 2K(1 − K) = 0. In other words we expect to see that P grows exponentially with A 0 until the threshold A nl when it starts to saturate. Moreover, since the remaining contributions will rapidly decay with increasing p y and p 1 (thus increasing the gap and exponentially decreasing transition probability K), we expect extremely small values for the total dissipated power (see figure 1b ). Alternatively, we could calculate dissipated power by a Keldysh approach [26] however one has to specially deal with the close spaced singularities at the onset of Klein tunneling.
Intraband nonlinear resonance
With the forementioned analysis in mind we can find the dominant contribution to the current (5) by simply writing |c Pn | ≈ 1, and |c PnP −n | ≈ 0, so that j x (r, t) =
Pn ev c Pn . If we then assume that kT ≪ E F so that the valence band is completely occupied (and thus can not conduct electricity) we are left with the current from the conduction band:
which is plotted in figure 1c for the local case (qv F /ω ≈ 0), and for the nonlocal case (qv F /ω ≈ 1) in figure 1d . In the local case it is easy to visualize the result since the field unformly shifts all electrons in momentum space: p 1 → p 1 − eA 0 sin ωt (see the inset in figure 1c ). Then due to peculiar linear Dirac dispersion, at the peak field for eA 0 ≫ p F majority of electrons reach the maximum electron velocity v F in graphene and the current saturates. While some of these intraband effects were discussed for the local case [5, 10] , we show a dramatic new physics in the nonlocal response. Particularly for qv F /ω ≈ 1 current becomes extremely nonlinear:
is the step function, and system has very different response depending on the sign of A. Particularly for eA > 0 very little current flows j x ≈ 0 and our system behaves like a rectifier (see figure 1d ). To reach this nonlinear response reqires only that: This extreme sensitivity on the electric field amplitude and the rectifying effect shown in the figure 1d for the nonlocal case could be used for the detection of THz radiation, and in the more advanced applications, for information processing devices [4] .
Discussion
For small fields eA 0 ≪ eA nl we can linearize the current (7) to obtain: j x = iωσ(q, ω)A (see Methods). However oscillating current will also induce vector potential that will act back on the current. It is straight forward to solve Maxwell equations for the current oscillating in the plane of graphene j x (r, t) = j 0 sin (ωt − qx), and show that it will induce a vector is the average dielectric constant of materials surrounding graphene from atop and below [7] .
If we then introduce some external potential A ext x (r, t) = A ext 0 sin (ωt − qx), the current will respond not only to A ext but to the total potential A = A ext + A ind = A 0 sin (ωt − qx) i.e. j x = iωσ(q, ω)A. The magnitude of this self-consistent potential will then be A 0 =
One can see that it is possible to have self-sustained oscillations of the electron gas (plasmons) even in the absense of the external field if: 1 + iqσ(q,ω) ω2ε 0 εr = 0, with the corresponding plasmon dispersion ω(q) plotted in figure 1a . Furthermore we see that we get huge enhancement of the external field at the plasmon dispersion which is why plasmons are interesting for nonlinear optics. Note that this analysis gets much more complicated for large fields eA 0 ≫ eA nl since the current response is extremely nonlinear i.e. it will produce vector potential with many new harmonics (see figures 1c and 1d), while our calculation is based on the single harmonic in the vector potential A = A 0 sin (ωt − qx). The precise analysis simply goes beyond the scope of this paper but we can notice that our approach will still give quite good results as long as only the lowest harmonic cuts the plasmon dispersion. This will be more difficult to achieve for large ε r when both the plasmon dispersion and higher harmonics lie close to the line ω = qv F . In that case we expect our analysis to be only qualitatively valid at large fields eA 0 ≫ eA nl , although we would like to note that all harmonics separately will show similar behaviour with the similar threshold field eA nl = (1 − qv F /ω)p F . The question remaining of course what will be the nonlinear interaction of these harmonics. On the other hand we expect our analysis will give good results, even at large fields, for optical excitations ω qv F if the plasmon dispersion is not close.
To quantify plasmon dissipation it is most simple to look at the dissipation rate: γ = P/W , where W is the total plasmon energy. One can then write the plasmon linewidth as γ/ω = P/ωW which basically says what fraction of the plasmon energy is dissipated during a single oscillation period. The energy density of a dispersive medium can be written as:
which in the case of graphene plasmons gives [7] :
While plasmon linewidth is extremly small it can be none the less detected in precise measurements due to very specific dependence on the plasmon amplitude A 0 . For small amplitudes we see exponential growth with A 0 typical of the tunneling effect, while for large amplitudes we see saturation effect which signals the onset of Klein tunneling (figure 1b).
We call this effect quasiclassical nonlinear Landau damping to distinguish it from the nonlinear Landau damping discussed recently in classical plasma at high frequencies [27] . Since Landau damping is a peculiar case of reversible damping [27] , in our case too, expression (6) doesn't represent trully disipated energy, but more like a stored energy that can be retrieved back from the system. One spectacular way in which this can happen is if after the electron has tunnelled into a different band, it gets accelerated by this strong electric field and finally recombines with the hole it left behind, liberating this huge energy from the field in the form of a train of high harmonics [28, 29] . While this too is a very weak effect it shows intriguing properties in the frequency space. Namely this train of harmonics add up to a pulse extremely localized in time on the order of atto seconds [30] . Effect that would be even more interesting with plasmons in graphene due to their subwavelenght nature since the resulting pulse would be localized in time and space. While high harmonic generation with plasmons in graphene was analyzed numerically [11] , our quasiclassical states offer the most natural platform to take into account the quasiclassical nature of this problem [29] .
In conclusion we have developed a general model that can treat the response of graphene to the strong electromagnetic field oscillating at a single temporal frequency and spatial wavevector. In the case of slow oscillations we solved the model explicitly as the Landau- 
To set the initial condition we adiabatically turn on the field: A(x, t) = A 0 sin(ωt − qx)e ηt , so that A(x, t = −∞) = 0. Then it is easy to check that initially E c Pn = E Pn and p c n = p n , by using a neat identity:
Interband dynamics beyond the quasiclassical approximation
We use the ansatz: Ψ m = n c n b n a n e i Sn , to solve the Dirac equation: i ∂Ψ ∂t = v F σ · (p − eA)Ψ. By choosing a n , S n to satisfy the quasiclassical equation of motion:
− ∂Sn ∂t a n = v F σ · (∇S n − eA)a n , we obtain the equation for the remaining unknowns:
(ω − qv F σ x ) n d du (c n b n a n )e i Sn = 0. Since the matrix
is invertible for ω = qv F , we can simply multiply previous equation bf M −1 to obtain n d du (c n b n a n )e i Sn = 0. To simplify further analysis we choose: d(bnan) du ∝ b −n a −n , which is easy to solve via the substitution b n = e βn . Thus we obtain: b n (u) = B n E c n /∆E c n , and here we give a short check of the solution. Let us focus on a spinor:
Then since: E c n = nv F (p c n − eA) 2 + p 2 y , we can write e iΦ P c n −eA = (p c n − eA + ip y )nv F /E c n ,
Here we have used the fact that nE c n and n∆E c n are positive quantities, and we have introduced a func-
It is then straight forward to show thaṫ d n ∝ d −n , or more specificaly if we choose B −m = B m :
which directly leads to expression (3). Using equation (3) and the matrix element d * −n σ
du . Finally from the matrix element: d * n σ x d n = b 2 n L 2 n cos Φ P c n −eA = n B 2 n L 2 re(d 2 n ), we obtain expressions (5) and (7) for the induced current.
Landau-Zener model
Let us focus on the state Ψ m (r, t) = n c n (u)Ψ QC n (r, t), where Ψ QC n = b n Ψ qc n are our generalized quasiclassical states (Ψ qc n multiplied by b n (u) also satisfies the quasiclassical condition). Now Ψ QC n are asymptotically exact solutions as long as we are far away from the transition point E c n (u 0 ) = E c −n (u 0 ), which is in generaly complex [22] . We can then connect these asympotic states by going into complex u plane, always staying far away from the transition point u 0 so that the quasiclassicality condition is always satisfied. This way E c n from equation (8) simply changes the branch of the square root i.e. turns into E c −n , and similarly for other quantities. One can show that: |c −m (u = ∞)| 2 = exp 1 ω im C ∆E c m du = K, where the integration contour C goes around the transition point u 0 in the upper half plane for m = −1, and around u * 0 in the lower half plane for m = 1 [22] . For convenience we write explicitly the energy gap ∆E c m = E c m − E c −m :
where we have used the fact that: p −m − q ω E −m = p m − q ω E m . Generally u 0 is complex, except in the case p y = 0 when we can have real u 0 and a perfect transition K = 1 (the famous Klein tunneling in graphene [2] ). Since K is a probability of transition into a different band during a single passage, then 1 − K is the probability that electron remains in the original band. As our field oscillates periodically in u, we also need to consider transition probability for a double passage: w = K(1 − K) + (1 − K)K = 2K(1 − K) [22] .
Finally, for very slow oscillations we can approximately say that transition happens at a real point u where the gap ∆E c m (u) has a minimum, since then the tunneling probability is largest. This generally happens at two points ζ < ξ during a single period so we can write: |c −m (u)| 2 ≈ KΘ(u − ζ)Θ(ξ − u) + 2K(1 − K)Θ(u − ξ), where Θ(u) is a step function.
Of course, to truncate dynamics to a single period only makes sense if 2K(1 − K) ≪ 1, which is the only regime we will explore in this paper. Finally since dΘ(u) du = δ(u) is a delta function, we can write: d|c −m (u)| 2 du = Kδ(u − ζ) − Kδ(u − ξ) + 2K(1 − K)δ(u − ξ). When calculating dissipated power, first two parts cancel and the only term that contributes is:
.
Quasiclassical intraband linear current response
For small fields eA 0 ≪ eA nl we generally have: eA 0 ≪ |p 1 − q ω E P 1 |, so we can linearize the current (7) to obtain: j x = iωσ(q, ω)A, where we have introduced the conductivity:
